
Thoughts about becoming a Business Analyst

Truth be told, a business analyst need not have an IT background but 
suffice to say, coming from an IT career works both ways as an insider 
and beginner at the same time!

Separate control plane from data plane

Control process refers to structured programming (sequence, decision, 
loop/iteration) aka control plane

Data processes map to referentially transparent (RT) functions (data 
plane)

- REST/HTTP is control plane, RPC is data plane
- reuse RT functions
- control is reduced to orchestration
- UNIX philosophy (do one thing)

1. User Interface (client tier) 

Control process - events (e.g. button click), input

Data process - output from RT functions

2. Logic Tier (server tier)

Control process - User-facing Web server (URL endpoints)

Data process - RT functions in RPC (e.g. Hprose)

Data map to relational/non-relational data

3. Storage Tier (data)

- SQL
- NoSQL
- Object storage
- File system
- Etc

4. It's “anything goes”. Don't fall into the trap of rigid methodology. 
Use what works for you. Avoid too much ceremony

Diagrams
--------

- context diagram
- state diagram (life cycle)



- truth table (analyze scenarios)
- use table for documenting processes
- BA maps to unit testing (QA) and user experience testing (UX)
- Process become verbs, Data become nouns (people, places, things)
- Avoid abstract concepts (instead of Employment, call it Employee)

5. Data (Nouns)

Data refer to nouns in a system (people, places, things). Avoid abstract 
concepts (instead of Employment, call it Employee)

6. Processes (Verbs)

Once you identify the data (nouns), it’s time to analyze the verbs.

Example:

Employee

- create new employee
- update employee record
- read employee record
- no delete (mark employee as inactive)
- process payroll
- print payslip

7. State Diagram

Example: Employee status

a) under probation
b) extended probation
c) resigned
d) terminated
e) re-assigned to another department or location
f) promoted
g) demoted
h) re-employed, etc...

8) Truth Table

Example: Calculate Employee Work Hours

No Late No Undertime 0, 0

No Late Undertime 0, 1

Late No Undertime 1, 0

Late Undertime 1, 1



9) Use Table for Documenting Processes

Given When Then

CPF Parameters Employee’s birth within a 
certain date range

CPF is calculated as...

This table maps exactly to “unit testing” for developers so there is no 
“lost in translation” issue. Moreover, it maps to RPC (remote procedure 
call) which is reusable, testable and falsifiable.

10) Business Analyst Turned Project Manager

For small companies, BA-cum-project-manager is not a new role. To 
effectively manage the software development, there is an open source 
Trello-like Kanban tool called Wekan.

Finally, some thoughts about Business Analyst that resonates with my own 
viewpoint and experienced some of it as well

(courtesy of https://medium.com/@spydergrrl/https-medium-com-spydergrrl-
how-to-be-a-bad-business-analyst-86a27cf09095)

How to be a bad business analyst

- You take what client says at face value
- You forget that your client is an expert in their own right
- You make them fill out your templates
- You forget that Business Analysis is a design process
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